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Final surge 
Now it is time for the last training period prior to the Vasaloppet winter week. 

The volume will continue to be fairly high. It just right before your race the hours 
will go down. 

Instead of short and hard intervals like in January we will focus on long intervals 
and medium paced workouts. This is to adapt to the pace we would like to keep 
in Vasaloppet. 

We will mainly do skiing and not so much double poling machine, running and 
strength. 

In the Nordenskiöldsloppet program, there will be two big long distance 
workouts. 

Good luck with you training! 

/Erik and Erik 

The photo above is from the WC Championship (Adeptmästerskap, AM), where 
some skied together in Borås.



Week 6
February 

7-13
2022

Hours/
week

7
Intenity  FOCUS ON MEDIUM HARD PACE THIS WEEK

Skiing 75 75-85 
percent

 THE MEDIUM HARD SKI HOUR
- 10 min warm-up 
- 1 hour skiing with an intensity that makes you tired, but well below maxium effort. You 
should be able to keep the same pace for another hour if needed.
- 5 min cool-down.

Running 30 60-80 
percent

STANDARD RUNNING
Easy running in the forest. Paths, gravelroads etc. Try to keep the cadence around 170-175. 
It is okay if the heart goes up a little bit in the uphills.

Skiing 75 75-85 
percent

 THE MEDIUM HARD SKI HOUR
- 10 min warm-up 
- 1 hour skiing with an intensity that makes you tired, but well below maxium effort. You 
should be able to keep the same pace for another hour if needed.
- 5 min cool-down.

Skiing 60 60-80 
percent

THE CLASSIC HOUR
- 10 min easy
- 10 min striding and double pole kick without poles in a flat section
- 10 min with a 10 second sprint each minute
- 5 min where you glide as far as you can on each leg while striding
- 5 min with "Klæbo running" in the uphills you reach
- 10 min "stoppstakning" in the uphills and lunges in the downhills. See 
https://erikwickstrom.se/2019/11/18/stoppstakning-styrkeovning-pa-skidor/ 
- 5 min with one arm in flat terrain, switch arm every 30 seconds
- 5 min easy

Skiing 180 75-90 
percent

FALL OF THE 13 ORIGINAL
In the fall 2013 I added a recurrent workout that probably helped me to have a great season 
(for me at least, with a 25th place in Vasaloppet) despite I trained a lot less compared to my 
opponents. This workout has also helped my clients over the years. It is a physically and 
mentally tough workout that will get you prepared for the long distance races. Go hard and 
don't forget sports drink.
- 90 min easy
- 75 min with an intensity that corresponds to a 42 K race
- 10 min full speed (note that your muscles might be so tired that your heart rate doesn't 
raise)
- 5 min cool-down

NORDENSKIÖLDSLOPPET	(4-8	hours	of	training	per	week)

© WICKSTRÖM COACHING 
The content of www.wickstromcoaching.com may not be distributed or copied
without the consent of the author. (Copyright Act).



Week 7
February 

14-20

Hours/
week
8,5

Intenity Workout

Skiing 45 60-80 
percent

EASY SKIING
Easy classic skiing. Don't just double pole. Use striding and double pole kick as well.

Strength 30 Strength

 THE BASICS
5-10 minutes warm-up, such as easy running or skipping rope.
20 minutes strength. 40 seconds on, 20 seconds off. You can use tha app "Seconds" or 
similar if you can't set a timer on your watch. All exercises are posible to do without going to 
a gym (let me know if there are exercises that you don't know how to do).

First two laps with this: 
- Straigth crunches (on an exercise ball if possible)
- Lunges
- Superman
- Plank
- Dips

Then two laps with this:
- Crunches with rotation (on an exercise ball if possible)
- Airsquats (or light weights)
- Quadruped arm and leg raise
- Side plank (one side per lap)
- Push-ups

Skiing 75 75-85 
percent

 THE MEDIUM HARD SKI HOUR
- 10 min warm-up 
- 1 hour skiing with an intensity that makes you tired, but well below maxium effort. You 
should be able to keep the same pace for another hour if needed.
- 5 min cool-down.

Skiing 360 60-75 
percent

A VIBE OF NORDENSKIÖLDSLOPPET
Easy classic skiing. Don't just double pole. Use striding and double pole kick as well. Stop to 
eat if needed.

Rest

NORDENSKIÖLDSLOPPET	(4-8	hours	of	training	per	week)
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Week 8
February

21-27

Hours/
week
5,75

Intenity Workout

Skiing 45 60-80 
percent

"STOPPSTAKNING" AND LUNGES
The strength exervice "stoppstakning" in ten upphills. Lunges in ten downhills. Easy skiing 
other than that.

Skiing 75 75-85 
percent

 THE MEDIUM HARD SKI HOUR
- 10 min warm-up 
- 1 hour skiing with an intensity that makes you tired, but well below maxium effort. You 
should be able to keep the same pace for another hour if needed.
- 5 min cool-down.

Skiing 75 80-90 
percent

FIVE 8S
- 15 min warm-up 
- 5 times 8 min with 2 min rest in-between the intervals. 
- 10 min cool-down.
Do the intervals in mixed terrain. Keep an intensity that is slightly faster than you expect at 
Vasaloppet.

Running 30 60-80 
percent

STANDARD RUNNING
Easy running in the forest. Paths, gravelroads etc. Try to keep the cadence around 170-175. 
It is okay if the heart goes up a little bit in the uphills.

Skiing 120 60-80 
percent

EASY SKIING
Easy classic skiing. Don't just double pole. Use striding and double pole kick as well.

NORDENSKIÖLDSLOPPET	(4-8	hours	of	training	per	week)
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Week 9
February 28 -

March 6

Hours/
week
8,5

Intenity Workout

Skiing 45 60-80 
percent

EASY SKIING
Easy classic skiing. Don't just double pole. Use striding and double pole kick as well.

Strength 30 Strength

 THE BASICS
5-10 minutes warm-up, such as easy running or skipping rope.
20 minutes strength. 40 seconds on, 20 seconds off. You can use tha app "Seconds" or 
similar if you can't set a timer on your watch. All exercises are posible to do without going to 
a gym (let me know if there are exercises that you don't know how to do).

First two laps with this: 
- Straigth crunches (on an exercise ball if possible)
- Lunges
- Superman
- Plank
- Dips

Then two laps with this:
- Crunches with rotation (on an exercise ball if possible)
- Airsquats (or light weights)
- Quadruped arm and leg raise
- Side plank (one side per lap)
- Push-ups

Skiing 75 75-85 
percent

 THE MEDIUM HARD SKI HOUR
- 10 min warm-up 
- 1 hour skiing with an intensity that makes you tired, but well below maxium effort. You 
should be able to keep the same pace for another hour if needed.
- 5 min cool-down.

Skiing 360 60-75 
percent

A VIBE OF NORDENSKIÖLDSLOPPET
Easy classic skiing. Don't just double pole. Use striding and double pole kick as well. Stop to 
eat if needed.

Rest

NORDENSKIÖLDSLOPPET	(4-8	hours	of	training	per	week)
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